
Appeal to the voters of the candidate to the position of the
Governor (Bashkan) of Găgăuzia (Gagauz Yeri) Nicolai Dudoglo

Dear friends, compatriots!

On December 12, 2010 you shall come to the voting stations to elect 
the new Bashkan of Găgăuzia whom with you will have then to go side 
by side during the next four years.

Găgăuzia already marked the TAU’s 15th years anniversary and the 20th 
one of the Republic of Găgăuzia. It’s  enough time  for the inhabitants 
of the region to feel the  advantages and benefits of „Gagauz house”. 
However, to make so a major effort, an historic one is needed, a team is 
needed that is capable of this effort, a leader is needed, a strong and 
decided one, who will make the governance to turn its face towards the 
people and will make this work for the benefit of the people.

I  am  the  adherent  of  defending  the  interests  of  Găgăuzia and  its 
people. I  an firmly convinced that  one cannot stay impassible to its 
trouble! That  i s  why,  with  a l l  my  ef forts ,  I  wi l l  take care  for 
every person to have hope in the day of tomorrow.

------------------

In order to resolve many problems, I was every time imposed to set my 
objectives, rather complicated ones, and to undertake efforts to reach 
them.  This  pathway  usually  is  not  quite  easy  and  smooth  one, 
however it’s  one of  successes and achievements  that  I  can be 
proud  of, and what  I  didn’t succeed yet I will  achieve for sure. One 
can’t leave without attention the people’s aspirations, life projects, and, 
especially, someone’s trouble. I  am addressing  you  today  because  I 
am fully confident: you won’t remain just watchful, as  some  absent 
observers, in the autonomy. I’ve  creates  the  public 
association„Novaya Gagauzia” („New Găgăuzia”) that gathers over  15 
thousand persons with wide range of visions.

---------------------------------------

People wish the change. I also welcome these aspirations. T h e  t i m e 
c a m e  to live well in our house. We all together will create this better 
life.



Your vote for me will constitute you contribution to the  multitude of 
good deeds, you contribution for anew and Strong Găgăuzia.

Our  autonomy  is  small,  however  it  is  a  living  part  of  Moldova. 
Fraternally enjoying the coming day, let us leave in the past all that used 
to depart us and,  with efforts combined,  to surmount the difficulties. 
Many difficulties are in front of us, but all them can be resolved when 
the hear is felt by the sense of pride for your own people and powers to 
help it out.

--------------------------------------------------

Once again I reiterate my main conviction: I  wil l  be  the  Bashkan who 
will unite all in the name of good. We don’t need any more splitting or 
dissension.

The  model  of  a  strong  Găgăuzia implies  a n  e c o n o m i c 
d e v e l o p m e n t  based  on  solid  social  guarantees  for  everyone.  It 
means new jobs. It means civic solidarity and interethnic conciliation. It 
means  clean  water,  good  roads,  reliable  telecommunications and 
qualitative medical services in every village. It means a new vision over 
the culture.

I run in election with a distinct perception on the needs of  Găgăuzia, 
being  well  aware  of  who  cares  about  Găgăuzia,  and  who  is 
preoccupied by its fate only on the level of declarations.

My  program  that’s  formulated  based  on  the  wishes  expressed  by 
population  from all localities of  Găgăuzia  is  a  program of  solidarity. 
This  implies  hundred,  and  if  necessary  it  will  be  thousands,  steps 
towards the people, which we shall make together.

---------------------------

Enough for being „coloured” in  various  colours , for being divided in 
„ours” and  „yours”, in  patr iots  and  non-patriots, in „those from 
Comrat”, „those from Ceadir” or „those from Vulcăneşti”.

The stoning times  are  over.  We have nothing  to  divide. It’s  time to 
enhance  what  we  possess: people’s  wealth,  friends’  sympathies, 
investors’ assistance, interest towards Găgăuzia.



I run in elections as independent candidate. My main mission is to fulfil 
the people’s will.  I stand at the rudder of  one of the biggest people’s 
movement in the autonomy. I am able to appreciate the man in man. I 
am able to reach to agreements. No grudge to anyone, and my policy is 
not  based  on  lie  and  paltry  interest. Due  to  this  enormous 
advantage  I  will  manage  to attract  into  the activity  for  developing 
Găgăuzia professionals and honest people who will serve not the party 
or Bashkan, they will serve their own people and homeland.

After  elections  we have no intention  to  persecute  those  who didn’t 
support us. It will be sufficient field of activity for them too in Gagauzia.

----------------------------------
Our purpose is to build and a fair attitude towards everything: towards 
the  persons,  towards  the  difficulties  and  towards  the  localities. We 
won’t quarrel with the Centre, we’ll rather try to find a compromise in 
all issues.

The older generation will take advantage of care, the young generation 
will be provided with large perspectives to realize their capacities.

Our villages and cities will be marginalized not any more. Let those from 
Ceadir-Lunga have no concern  about  smaller attention comparative 
with those from Comrat. Let  those  f rom  Vulcăneşti have no concern 
about forgetting the problems that are facing with. I want to assure all 
the  inhabitants  of  the  autonomy  that  we  will  do  our  best  also  for 
increasing the quality of their life.

-----------------------

I  look into the future with much optimism.  I  see this  future  free of 
shocks and conflicts.  I  see this  future in unity and conciliation.  And I 
invite you to join me.

In a Strong Găgăuzia the Man will be the supreme value.

I hope that your hart and mind will suggest you the  right option and 
that the New Găgăuzia will win!


